To set the stage we begin with a definition of the Riemann integral. A function /: R -> R is said to be Riemann integrable on [a, b) if there exists a number J such that for each e > 0 there exists ¿5 > 0 such that if it = {í,}"=0 is a 7-partition of [a, b] (i.e., a = t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < t" = b and max,(',.
To set the stage we begin with a definition of the Riemann integral. A function /: R -> R is said to be Riemann integrable on [a, b) if there exists a number J such that for each e > 0 there exists ¿5 > 0 such that if it = {í,}"=0 is a 7-partition of [a, b] (i.e., a = t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < t" = b and max,(',. -/,_,) < y) and x¡ G [/,_" t], then | [2/(*,)( í, -*,_,)] -J\ < e.
Ralph Henstock and J. Kurzweil [2] independently defined a Riemann-type integral called the Riemann Complete Integral by the following modification of the definition of the integral. Instead of requiring that y > 0 be a number, they let it be a positive function defined on R. Thus, m is a y-partition if (i) max,(|x, -f,_,|, 17, -x¡\) < y(x,) and (ii) x¡ E [/,_,, /,]. Henstock studied this integral and showed that it is more general than the Lebesgue integral. A nice introduction to this theory can be found in [1] .
Earlier E. J. McShane and T. A. Botts [3] had defined a Riemann-type integral where the point x¡ was permitted to fall outside the interval [/,_,, /,-]. Introducing this twist to the definition of the integral is accomplished by simply dropping requirement (ii) in the preceding paragraph. This change yields an integral that is equivalent to the Lebesgue integral. A development of the Lebesgue integral by this approach has been completed by E. J. McShane and a book accessible to undergraduates should appear soon.
For stochastic integration, it is appropriate to require that x¡ < /,_,. Adding this requirement gives types of integrals called belated integrals. Two other natural possibilities arise in the stochastic setting. First, permit y to be zero on a set of Lebesgue measure zero and second, permit sets of intervals with small total measure to be excluded from the averaging of the function. The stochastic integral with these possibilities incorporated, called the Itô-belated integral, has been developed by E. J. McShane (cf. [4] , [5] ). McShane showed in [4] that the nonbelated deterministic case of this integral is equivalent to the Lebesgue integral. This implies that the deterministic belated integral includes the Lebesgue integral: £ c 5, where 5 = 5[a, b) and £ = £[a, b) denote the sets of functions/: R^> R that are Itô-belated and Lebesgue integrable on [a, b). However, it has not been known whether they are equivalent or whether, like the Riemann Complete Integral, the belated integral is more general. This note shows that they are equivalent. Before verifying this assertion, it will be convenient to introduce some notation and establish some simple but useful preliminary results. is also in ñ[a, b); thus, to verify that £ c 5, we suppose that 0 < / E 0 -£) and therefrom obtain a contradiction as follows. First, we notice that if f /\n were in £ for every positive integer n, then the inequalities (L) /* (f f\ n) = /* (/A n) < /*/ < oo would be valid and / would be in £, where (L) denotes the Lebesgue integral. Thus we also suppose that 0 < / < n which implies that 0 < f'sf < n(t -s), a < s < / < b. Hence the equation F(t) = J'af defines a Lipschitz function on [a, b], and there exists g E £ with 0 < g < n and F(t) = (L) J'a g = j'a g, a < t < b. We mention that if g: [a, b)->R is of bounded variation on [a, b), then one can show that the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (LS) fbfdg of /with respect to g on [a, b) exists if, and only if, the corresponding Itô-belated integral (I) fa f dg exists. To verify this latter assertion, recall that g splits uniquely into a jump function and the difference of two mutually singular, continuous, nondecreasing functions, so the verification reduces to considering the case where g is continuous and nondecreasing. Then use a slight twist of Vitali's Theorem to adjust the argument that we gave for the case g(x) = x.
